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Abstract. The existence of periodic solutions of the periodic

system x = eg(t, x,y, s), y = f(t,y) + eh(t, x,y, e) is established

for small e when the solution of the initial value problem y =

f(t,y), v(t) = y is known and some algebraic and smoothness

conditions are satisfied.

1. Introduction. In this paper we continue the investigation [3] for

the existence of periodic solutions for periodically perturbed nonlinear

differential equations. Here we assume the unperturbed system has a

family of periodic solutions, we study the perturbed system using a

generalized variation of constants integral equation and we obtain a set

of bifurcation equations. A sufficient condition for the existence of a

solution of the bifurcation equations is given and some special relations

for these equations in the presence of certain symmetry conditions are

developed. The technique is analogous to that developed by Cesari [1]

and Hale [2] to study perturbations of linear systems.

2. The unperturbed system. The form of the unperturbed system is

adapted from the form used by Hale to study perturbation of linear

systems. Let p and q be nonnegative integers, let |z| = max^^j. |z4| for z

in Rk where k = p, q orp + q, and for any positive number a let Sva and

Sqa denote the closed spheres centered at the origin with radius a in Rp

and R" respectively. For some a > 0 let/(t, y) be in R" when t is real and

y is in Sv„ and satisfy

(i) / has period 2m in t and is continuous in t and y.

(ii) / has continuous first derivatives inj.

(iii) There is a «5 in (0, a) so that y in Stti implies the solution

<f>(t, t, y) of

(i) y=f(t,y),    j(r) = y,

exists for —2cu ̂  t — t ^ 2m and any number r.

(iv) /(r, 0) = 0 for any number /.
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(v) There is a nonempty closed set K c SgS containing the zero vector

so that the function F given by F(y) = y — <f>(co, — co,y) is invertible on

K and that F~l has two continuous derivatives on F(K).

(vi) The elements of the matrix ®(r, r, y) = (dcf>/dy)(t, t, y) have

continuous first and second derivatives in the components of y for y in

SaS and — 2co ^ t — t ^ 2a>. In this paper we will study perturbations

of the system x = 0, y = f(t,y), (x,y) in Rv x Saa. We notice

(x(r), j(r)) = (a, 0) for a in i?p is a periodic solution.

Let S„ be the Banach space of continuous functions x from [—co,co]

into Rv with

x(t) dt = 0,      x(—co) = x(cd),
J (!)

with the supremum norm, and let Z, be the operator from SP into itself

given by

m I   if «
Lx(t) =    x(s) eis — — x(s) ris dt.

J—oj 2t0 J—m j— ta

3. The perturbed system. For n > 0 let g(r, x, j, e) and h(t, x, y, e)

be in Rp and i?9 respectively when / is a real number, x is in SPa, y is in

SQ„ and 0 5j e ^ ??. Further we suppose g and A have period 2co in ? and

have continuous first and second derivatives in x, y and e. Our objective is

to determine sufficient conditions so that the perturbed system

x = eg(t,x,y,e),

y=f{t,y) + eh(t,x,y,e),

has solutions with period 2cu.

Let S be the Banach space of continuous functions z from [—co,cb]

into Rp+Q with z'—cd) = z(to) with the supremum norm, and let §d

denote the subset of such functions z with ||z|| ^ d. For z in §ö, z(t) =

(x(0, y(t)) in Rp x R>, let

1 f"
2ct> J-co

let g2 be the function from [-co, co] X [0, n] into i?" given by

gz(t) = g(t, x(t),y{t), e) - Mz(e),

and let

(3) r],(e) = e f 0(w, s, y(s))h(s, x(s), y(s), e) (is.

Theorem 1. Let z in §>s imply r]z(e) is in F(K) for 0 ^ e ^ rj and let a

be in Rv with |a| ^ »3/2. For e sufficiently small there is a unique function z
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in Ss such that

x(t) = sg(t, x(t), y(t), e) - eMz(e),

m=f(t,y(t)) + eh(t, x(t),y(t),s),

where z(t) = (x(t), y(t)) in Rp X R" and ^1ax(t)dt = 2coa. Further z

has continuous first derivatives in a and e for |a| ^ (3/2 and e sufficiently

small.

Proof.   For a in R", |a| ^ d/2, define the operator Fon §s by

Fz(0 = a + eLg£t),

= <f>(t, -co, F-\Vz(e))) +    e<t>(t, s, y(s))h(s, x(s), y(s), e) ds,
J—ta

where again z(t) = (x(t), y(t)). The condition (iv) implies j>(t, — co, 0) = 0,

— co ̂  t ^ m, and since F(0) = 0 we have

lim <f>(t, -co, F~\r]z(e))) = 0
£->0

uniformly for —co^t^co and z in §ö. Thus we can choose e, ^ r\ so

that 0 ^ e ^ ex implies FSa <= S3. A simple calculation shows that for

zx, z2 in Ss there is a number N independent of zx and z2 such that

HF?! - Tz2\\ <: eN\\Zl - z2||;

consequently we can choose e2 ^ ex so that 0 ^ £ ^ e2 implies T is a

contraction mapping and has a fixed point z which depends on a and e.

Calculation shows that for z(t) = (x(t),y(t)), the fixed point, equations

(4) hold (see [3]).

The fixed point z is the limit of the sequence

Z<0>(0=(o)' -o^t^co,

zm = Tz'*-11,      k = 1, 2, • ■ •,

and an easy calculation shows that dz(k)\du., dz{k)/de exists and are

continuous for k = 0, 1, 2, • • ■. Using the same proof as presented in

Hale, pp. 39-40, we see that for e sufficiently small, the sequences

{dz(k)lda}, {dz(k)/de} converges uniformly. This implies dz/da, dz/de exist

and are continuous.

Corollary 1. Let the hypothesis of Theorem 1 hold and let z(t, a, e)

be the function given by the conclusion of Theorem 1 for —co^t^co,

|a| ^ <5/2, 0 ^ £ ^ £„. If there is an e2 ^ e0 and a continuous function a(e),

0 ^ e ^ s2 with |a(e)| ^ (3/2 such that Mz = 0 for z — z(t, a, e) then

the periodic extension of z(t, a, e) is a periodic solution of (2).
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Corollary 2.   Let the hypothesis of Theorem 1 hold, let

, 0, e) ds = 0

for some a0 in Rv, |a0| < 6/2, and let

1 f«
2ft) J-cu

det
j5 r«
3a J-,

g(s, a, 0, e) * 0

for a = a„. F/We ex/sto a 0 5= e3 ^ e0 anJ a periodic solution z(t, e)

of (2) for 0 <; e < e3 vwfA z(r, 0) = (a0, 0).

The first corollary is clear from Theorem 1 and Corollary 2 follows

from the Implicit Function Theorem and Corollary 1.

It is easy to relax the conditions on /, g, h and obtain a function

z(t, a, e) which satisfies equation (4), say by using the Schauder Fixed

Point Theorem. However the dependence of z on a, e is not clear and the

existence of a solution of Mz = 0 would be in doubt. We will present

below some special relations concerning the bifurcation equations

Mz = 0 in the presence of symmetry conditions.

4. Symmetry conditions. Let P be a p X p matrix with P2 = I, let Q

be a q x q matrix with Q2 = I and let 6 ^ a/\\P\\, d ^ o-/||g||. Let us

further assume the symmetry conditions

Pg(-t, Px, Qy, e) = -g(t, x,y, e),

(5) Qf(-t,Qy) = -f(t,y),
Qh(—t, Px, Qy, e) = — h(t, x,y, e),

for -co ^ / < a), |x| ^ d, \y\ ^ d, and 0 ^ e <| n. Let X be the set of

continuous functions x:[—co, to] ->■ S^g with jc(—co) = x(co) and

Fx(—0 = x(r) for -co ^ t ^ co. For x in X we notice that Theorem 1

guarantees the existence of a periodic solution of

(6) y=f(t,y) + eh(t,x(t),y,e)

for e sufficiently small, say 0 ^ e ^ e0 if y in §6 implies »^(e) is in F(K).

Here p = 0 and A(f, x, j, e) is replaced by h~(t,y, e) = h(t, x(t),y, e). We

make the further assumption that, for any x in X, then y in §ö implies

r)v(e) is in F(K). Then e0 is independent of x and we denote the periodic

solution of (6) by yx. Further we note by the proof of Theorem 1 that yx

is the only periodic solution of (6) lying in SqS whose value at to is in K.

Lemma 1.  If QK c K then Qyx{-t) = yx(t).
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Proof.   Let v(t) = Qyx(—t), then

i(f) = -Q[f(-t,yx(-t)) + eh(-t, x(-t),yx(-t), £)]

= /(*, »(0) + sh(t, x(t), v(t), e),

and v(—co) = v(co). The lemma follows from the uniqueness of yx.

Lemma 2.  PLgz(-t) = Lgz(t).

The proof follows from Lemma 1 and a straightforward calculation.

Let a in Rp be chosen so that Pa. = a, |a| ^ (5/2, and define a

transformation 13 from X into the continuous functions x*: [-co, co] ->

SpS with x*(—co) = x*(co) by

(7) ®x(t) = a + £Lg2(0

where z(t) = (x{t), yx(t)).

Theorem 2. If QK c A' fTzen /or e sufficiently small there is a fixed

point x of the operator IS and the function z(t) = (x(t), yx(t)) (x is the fixed

point) satisfies (A). Further ifiP is diagonal and if the element in the j column

is one then the jth equation in

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 1 for £ sufficiently small, \yx(t)\ ^

d, pSx(t)\ ^ 6 for -co ^ t ^ co and Lemma 2 shows that ISA c X. To

see IS is continuous let Y be all continuous functions y from [-co, co]

into Sqb with j(co) = y(—co) and let U be the transformation defined on

X x Y into the functions from [-co, co] to Up given by

where z(t) = (x(t),y(t)). U( ,y) is continuous uniformly for y in Y and

we note U(x, ):Y-»-Y is a contraction with fixed point y^.. Thus for

fixed x and X and a sequence {xj from X with xn -»■ x we have

II*. - U(x,yXn)\\ ^ \\yXn - U(xn,yxJ\\ + \\U(xn,yXn) - U(x,yXn)\\

as n -* co. Therefore* is continuous in x and easy calculations show that

15 is continuous and ISA has compact closure.

By the Schauder Fixed Point Theorem we have the first conclusion.

is zero.

U(x, y)(t) = <f>(t, -co, F~\riM>)

= W(xn,yx)- U(x,yx)\\^0
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The last conclusion follows from PMZ = —Mz for z(r) = (x(t), yx{t)),

x in X.

Corollary 3. Let the hypothesis of Theorem 2 hold with P = I.

Then there is a p-parameter family of periodic solutions of (2) for e

sufficiently small.
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